From: Roberto Ronzulli
Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 2:56:31 PM
To: simone.verona@4skateboard.it
Subject: Greenskate day Roma 2017 - 4th Edition

Dear Simone,
On Sunday May 14th 2017, Rome will be, for the 4th year consecutively,
the beautiful stage for the international skating event: *GREEN SKATE
DAY*.
A one-day all-around experience, sponsored by the IX Municipio of
Rome, aimed to promote the green, fun, and healthy means of
transportation we all love: boards!
Knowing your interest for national events like this, (I found very
interesting your piece on “Skate And Surf Film Festival 2017 –
Milano”), and being a skater like us, I thought you could be
interested in participating to this 4th edition of the GREEN SKATE DAY.
The event will start at 10:00am in P.le Dell’Industria, Roma.
Last but not least, Enrico Azzini, pro-longboarder and author of
bestseller books like “Vele da terra” and “Bolidi rossi e camice nere”
will present, exclusively for the first time to the public, his new
work: “Tutte le cose che scivolano”
Thank you in advance for your consideration, and feel free to contact
me to learn more about the competitions, the “posers time”, and all of
the activities dedicated to the younger riders!
Kind regards,
Roberto Ronzulli
Rolling Thunder Crew
+39 06 68191211
+39 328 7197377
robertoronzulli@gmail.com
https://rtcroma.wordpress.com/

APRIL 26, 2017
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Roberto Ronzulli
Rolling Thunder Crew
+39 06 68191211
+39 328 7197377
robertoronzulli@gmail.com
https://rtcroma.wordpress.com/

ECONOMIC & ECOLOGIC: “GREEN SKATE DAY”, TO PROMOTE AN
INTELLIGENT AND HEALTIER WAY TO LIVE THE CITY

Born in 2007 in Canada, the GREEN SKATE DAY
rapidly expanded its boundaries, reaching in
2013 the Italian territory.
An international event to promote boards
(Skateboard, Longboard, Surfskate and more) as
the most environmental friendly, and
definitive means of transportation; hundreds
of participants will be parading over a five
kilometers long, closed to the traffic,
circuit, through the city of Rome.
From children to experienced riders, everyone
is invited to join the event with their boards
on Sunday 14th of May, 10:00am, in P.le
Dell’Industria, Rome, Italy.
As the Latin saying says, “Mens sana in
corpore sano”:
The event will not only celebrate the board as
the perfect commuter, but will also explore
the way of living it embeds!
Second appointment of the day at 2:00pm, at
the FISR (Federazione Italiana Sport
Rotellistici), in Via delle Tre Fontane n.1,
Rome, for the exclusive presentation of the
latest book written by the bestsellers author
Enrico Azzini: “Tutte le cose che scivolano”.
Grab your board, and join the community for
the biggest event of the year! And if you
don’t have a board, you are still welcome!
Join the big family!

WHEN: Sunday, May 14, 2017
WHERE: Piazzale Dell’Industria, Roma, Italy
WHO: All are welcome
WHY: To promote a smarter and greener way to experience the city
HOW MUCH: The event is free!

Detailed Event Schedule:

10.00 - 12.00 MEETUP AND REGISTRATION: Piazzale Dell’Industria, Rome. The
location offers a wide parking lot where you can leave your car. You will find there
our team hut to sign up for the event (compulsory membership) and buy the
optional official GREEN SKATE t-shirt!
12.00 on - GREEN SKATE DAY STARTS: The skaters will follow the lead of LongSkate
Roma team on the 5km route. Be ready for a long and cheerful green parade!
12.30 - POSER TIME: GROUP SHOT: The parade will stop in front of the Basilica of
SS.Pietro and Paolo for the “ritual” group photo to share on social media in
connection with the other countries participating all around the world!
13.00 - 14.00 FREERIDE LONGBOARD: in Via Romolo Murri (road will be closed to
traffic).
14.00 - 20.00 FREERIDE, FREESKATE, CONTEST, AREA EXPO: Hosted inside the
sports center of the FISR (Via delle Tre Fontane n.1), several activities will take
place at the same time, like the “Exhibition area” with Demo rides and skateboard
lessons, as well as the “Chillout area” where you can take a break, have a drink,
and some good local food.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR OF “Tutte Le Cose Che Scivolano” - ENRICO AZZINI:

Born in Rome, Italy, in 1967, Enrico Azzini began his writing career as a correspondent for the
weekly motor magazine Autosprint in 1990, reporting on road and track races until 1999. After a
break of some years, doing various job experiences, he got back to his primary passion: writing.
He wrote and published In 2009 the book Vele da terra (Mursia). In the same year, he began to
run a blog network – based on the Wordpress platform – about sailing, powerkite, aviation and
motor racing.
His knowledge about motor racing and history (he graduated in Contemporary History at Rome
University La Sapienza in 1996) led him to write the book Bolidi Rossi e Camicie Nere (Red Cars
and Black Skirts – An history of car motor racing in Italy during Fascism, IBN 2011).
He recently moved to aviation issues, releasing the biography (Aviolibri, 2014) of the First World
War pilot Enrico Gadda (brother to Carlo Emilio Gadda, the most pyrotechnical author of the XX
Century) and the guide Aircraft for beginners (Aviolibri, 2014). In the same year he started
gathering the most appreciated Italian aviation artists in the blog
http://avioarte.wordpress.com/ .

He also promoted landsailing in Italy since the year 2000, helping the growth of this sport in
Italy. As a landyacht pilot, he also took part to the World Championship in 2000 (Netherlands),
2002 (USA) and 2006 (France).
Last but not least, he recently published the book “Tutte le cose che scivolano”, dedicated to his
recently found passion about Longboarding!

ABOUT THE EVENT ORGANIZER - SNOWPRESS/LONGSKATE ROMA:

It was the year 2011 when SnowPress team riders expanded their boundaries from Snowboard
to Longboard.
Blown away by this different approach to the “board”, and fascinated by the philosophy that
comes with it, the team decided to officially add a longboard event to their summer calendar,
called the "Longskate Night". The idea was to create a weekly appointment, where
Longboarders from Rome, and surroundings, could meet and share a passion.
In a short time, the appointment grew up from a handful of participants, to the peak of 70/80
riders in the same evening! The growth in popularity of this sport boosted the organizers to
move from a simple weekly meeting to something bigger…And that’s how the "Longskate Riders
Rome" project began!
"Longskate Riders Roma," believes in the possibility of spreading the longboard culture in a
traffic-wise difficult city, like Rome, promoting the green culture and offering classes to kids,
amateur and even experienced riders.
The "Longskate School Roma" is the official side project created to promote the passion for
Longboard, and spread the sport culture among the youngest.
Their Longboard classes, held by Daniele and Christian (certified FIHP instructors), are open to all
ages and at all levels; They follow a complete program: from stand on the deck, passing through
the curves and braking techniques, up to pumping and sliding aimed to increase the safety and
skills of any riders.

For more info on longboard classes and events:
339 381 1961
@Longskateridersroma
info@snowpress.org
http://www.snowpress.org/longskateridersroma

